Fashion Trend:
Swimsuits

One

Piece

By Jessica Gomez
One-piece swimsuits are a great fashion trend because they are
made for all of us. Different styles fit well on different
body types. What is also great about them is that they come in
various designs and styles, so it’s easy to be fashionable and
sport your personal style while being at the beach or by the
pool. One-piece swimsuits were not the sexiest thing back in
the last couple decades, but now they are sexier than ever!

Here are five types of one-pieces
that will have heads turning at the
beach this summer:
Remember that besides using the following styles, you can play
with other aspects of it like colors, patterns, and prints.
The options seem limitless when you consider that along with
the design of the swimsuits. One-pieces are great for all body
types, but some are a better fit for you base don your body
type. Here are some of the sexiest styles for you this summer,
in no particular order:
1. Strapless:

Strapless
Swimsuit
from Ralph Lauren, can
be found at Macys.com.
Want to show off your shoulders more than usual? Then go

strapless, it’s an obvious way to accentuate them. Strapless
swimsuits are usually best for women with a small bust because
you won’t have a hassle wearing them properly. You can also
use padding, ruffles, and horizontal stripes to make your bust
appear bigger.
2. One shoulder:

Strapless Ruffled
Striped Swimsuit
from Sheinlove.com
A one shoulder swimsuit helps balance broad shoulders and a
wide back. A swimsuit with ruffles helps even more. Illusion
is everything sometimes, and it’s the case for this one-piece
because of its asymmetry style.
Related Link: Fashion Trend: The ’70s Are Back in Style
3. High neck:

High neck swimsuit
from American Eagle
Outfitters
These are best for those of us with a short torso. The high
neck swimsuit gives the illusion of a longer torso, by
seemingly adding more inches.
4. Halter:

Halter
swimsuit
from Lulus.com
Halter swimsuits help accentuate your girls when their big. So
if you have a big bust, and want to draw attention to it, you
can’t go wrong with a halter style. Also, go for ones that

come with push up padding to hold them up.
Related Link:

Fashion Trend: Spring Fashion 2018

5. Cutouts:

Hater top/ cut out
from Venus.com
These create curves. If your goal is to have more of an hour
glass silhouette, then go for the cutout swimsuits. They can
transform your body. Again, sometimes illusion is everything.
For those of us who already have curves, this will show off
your curves.
Which ones are your favorite? Share below!

